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Interview with Marty Riessen 
SESSION 1 (6/24/2020) 

Timed Log 
 
[00:00:00] 
Marty Riessen was born in Hinsdale, Illinois, on December 4, 1941. Introduced to tennis at age five by 
his father, who coaches tennis at the local high school and teaches lessons at the courts near their home. 
Enters his first tournament at age seven and is named to the Junior Davis Cup team in 1957, along with 
five other players, primarily from California. Junior Davis Cuppers travel with the Davis Cup team during 
the summer, finishing with the United States Open. Perry T. Jones is the Davis Cup captain and runs 
tennis in southern California. Jones primarily serves as an administrator, teaching players things like 
writing thank-you notes and ensuring their shoes are polished.  
 
[00:03:59] 
The junior summer circuit. Circuit begins in the South, in Chattanooga, then moves up to Cincinnati 
[Ohio], Louisville [Kentucky], and Champaign [Illinois]. Junior Championships are played in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, and are organized into 15 and under and 18 under [divisions]. [Junior Davis Cuppers] join the 
men's circuit after finishing the junior circuit. Men's circuit is played primarily on grass courts and 
includes South Hampton [New York]; South Orange, New Jersey; Boston [Massachusetts]; and Forest 
Hills [New York]. Competition is above their level, but juniors live alongside the Davis Cup team, even 
staying at the Waldorf [Astoria] in New York.  
 
[00:05:50] 
National Junior Championships in Kalamazoo is likely where he first meets Arthur Ashe [1957-1959]. 
Ashe is likely in the boy's division while Riessen is in juniors, and the two share a division for a year. 
Players dorm at Kalamazoo College and are usually closest with their doubles partner. No specific 
memories of playing Ashe in the juniors. Learns about Ashe’s childhood, including his summers with Dr. 
Robert Walter Johnson, by reading his book. Word gets out that a good player’s coming from Virginia, 
and as usual, players try to figure out their main competition. Ashe and Riessen run into each other; they 
naturally come to know each other better and eventually travel and stay together.  
 
[00:08:37] 
Players primarily stay with host families [during competitions]. Lack of money in tennis means either 
parents or associations pay their way to tournaments. An older gentleman from Chicago gives $320 for 
his first trip to Wimbledon, which isn’t uncommon for highly-ranked players. Completes his last year in 
juniors in 1959 (Ashe’s last year in the juniors would be 1961). They’re on the Davis Cup team together 
in 1963. From then until Ashe’s passing [in 1993], they travel together or correspond somehow. They’re 
also represented by the same people: [Donald] Dell, [Frank] Craighill, [Lee] Fentress, and [Ray] Benton. 
Players Ashe, Riessen, Charlie Pasarell, Stan Smith, Bob Lutz, and Dennis Ralston form a corporation in 
1968 with lawyers Dell and Craighill. They form the corporation because [players] can’t have an IRA 
[individual retirement account]. The corporation allows players to take retirement via pension and profit-
sharing plans. Players invest prize money into the company, take salaries, and 25% goes into retirement.  
 
[00:12:08] 
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They name the corporation Players Enterprise Incorporation (PEI). Money goes into PEI and is invested 
into tennis ventures, including a club in Myrtle Beach [South Carolina] and another outside [Washington] 
D.C. The investments do well but never great. There’s an annual three-day meeting to review the 
company. Ashe’s priorities change after his heart attack. PEI initially owns a tournament in the desert and 
does business with La Quinta Group from Oklahoma. When the investment becomes too expensive, PEI 
sells the tournament to Charlie Pasarell for $75,000 [likely in 1976]. He grows it into [the BNP Paribas 
Open in Indian Wells,] the premier tournament outside of the Grand Slams.  
 
[00:16:01] 
Recounting Ashe’s time on the Davis Cup team. [Ashe is named to the team in 1963], but isn’t with the 
team when they travel through Europe and Australia. This team includes Chuck McKinley, Dennis 
Ralston, Gene Scott, Frank Froehling, and Riessen. Once Ashe comes in, he becomes the main player, 
along with Stan Smith. With Dennis Ralston as coach, Ashe, Clark Graebner, Smith, and Lutz win the 
Cup in 1968 in [Adelaide] Australia. Everyone’s usually playing the same tournaments until 1968, and 
because there’s so little money, people don’t travel with spouses or families. Players only have each 
other, so he might have a heated battle with Ashe, then have dinner with him.  
 
[00:18:15] 
Players enjoy being together, but some dislike the travel. Ashe adjusts well to travel because he’s 
interested in things outside of tennis and makes each place an experience. Reflects on his own first trip to 
London. Lack of free time while traveling, but it’s easier for players to travel together. Frequent travel 
means players get outside of their comfortable environments. Players who rank within the top hundred in 
the world are special as few people make it to their profession’s top 100. Still, at the time, few [think 
about rankings that way] and just focus on it being a good gig. 
 
[00:21:20.27] 
Until 1968 [when open tennis begins], typically, most players complete college. Earns his master's degree 
and gets halfway through a Ph.D. before accepting a professional contract. Options are limited before 
1968: players either become educators or local club pros. Ashe, Pasarell, and Sherry Snyder start the 
National Junior Tennis League (NJTL) [in 1969] and are initially very involved. Traveling expands 
players’ opportunities. Riessen’s doubles partner Clark Graebner meets Billy Talbert, who works for 
Columbia Bank in New York City [New York] and introduces Graebner to his future mentor in the 
business world. 
 
[00:23:06] 
Ashe makes the most of travel. He loves Paris [France]. Riessen references a famous photo of Gorman, 
Smith, Lutz, Dell, and Ashe on the Champs-Élysées. Ashe enjoys food and frequents different restaurants. 
Being a Black man on a White tour, Ashe is unique, and people regularly want to talk with him or show 
him around their city. Ashe typically seems open yet careful. Rome and Paris often provide extra time to 
explore because they’re not their best surfaces to win matches. In Rome, Ashe stays at the Hilton and 
likely goes out into the city like most other players. Though the players have their own tennis world 
where they’re all together, Ashe seems to have more contacts because people want to meet him more.  
 
[00:27:22] 
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Yannick Noah’s uncle approaches Ashe in a Parisian hotel and asks him to look into his nephew. While 
on a [French West] African tour, Ashe follows up with Noah. Ashe contacts Philippe Chatrier, the 
president of the French [Tennis] Federation, to bring Noah to Paris and put him in the pros. Noah 
becomes a great champion, and the next time Riessen sees him, he’s in Paris at [Stade] Roland Garros. 
Many wouldn’t have followed up like Ashe, and Noah’s uncle likely wouldn’t have approached someone 
else. This encounter occurs sometime before their tour of French West Africa [in November 1971].  
 
[00:30:17] 
Ashe, Pasarell, Tom Okker, and Riessen tour French West Africa together [sponsored by the State 
Department]. They visit the Ivory Coast, Kenya, [Senegal, Gabon,] and Noah’s home country 
[Cameroon]. On a Kenyan safari, Ashe goes horseback riding into the bush ahead of everyone else, gets 
thrown off his horse, and loses his glasses. It's common for people to invite Ashe places. The tour occurs 
after Pasarell’s honeymoon in Paris, during which he brings all of his friends. [Riessen retrieves the book 
he co-authored with Richard Evans, Match Point (1974), to show images from the Paris trip.] 
 
[00:32:25] 
[Riessen displays images of Ashe from Match Point. See video recording].  
 
Image of Ashe and Jeff Borowiak [Match Point, p. 158]. The caption describes Borowiak sought Ashe for 
advice during a Berkeley [California] tournament in September 1971 about accepting a World 
Championship Tennis (WCT) contract. Image of Tom Gorman, Dell, Pasarell, Ashe, Lutz, and Smith in 
front of the Arc de Triomphe [Match Point, p. 161]. Image of Riessen, Ashe, promoter Mark Briesac in 
French West Africa playing boule [Match Point, p. 189]. Image of Ashe swimming in a hotel pool with a 
watch, likely a Rolex, which is waterproof [Match Point, p. 188]. Image of Ashe playing in the U.S. Open 
at Forest Hills in 1972, reaching for a ball before crashing into Ilie Nastase in 1972 [Match Point, p. 235]. 
Describes pictures from 1966 of Ashe in Australia with Harlem Globetrotters. Describes an image of 
Ashe playing cards on the tour with Herb Fitzgibbon, likely in Boston. References scrapbook photos of 
Ashe from 1971 to 1980. References Gene Scott’s photo book, which likely includes images of Ashe.  
 
[00:41:23] 
Recapping timeline of relationship with Ashe. In 1963 Riessen and Ashe join the Davis Cup team after 
being previous junior team members at different times. Ashe becomes a main factor of the team in 1964 
and does well in Dallas [Texas]. Team loses to Ecuador in Spain in 1965. Ashe loses both matches.  After 
being beaten, [the U.S. Davis Cup team] go to a celebration dinner, and the fans rock their car so hard 
they fear for their lives. 
 
[00:44:02] 
Ashe beats Okker, Riessen’s doubles partner, in 1968 to win the U.S. Open. Game shifts from amateurism 
to professionalism in 1968 [the beginning of the Open Era]. Countries have different [player] categories. 
Ashe is categorized as an amateur, but amateurs still receive expense money. The development of a new 
category called “player” allows Okker to play in finals and accept prize money while remaining eligible 
for Davis Cup. Ashe signs a professional contract, likely after playing Davis Cup in Australia in 
December 1968. By 1969, everyone but Eastern Bloc players signs with Lamar Hunt to be in one of the 
three [WCT] groups red, blue, or green, each with 32 players. Two groups play tournaments in the United 
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States and the other in Europe. Ashe wins the tournaments twice and wins gold balls when gold is worth 
35 dollars an ounce. 
 
[00:47:20] 
The professionalization of tennis between 1968 - 1969 is significant for the game and players. Envisions 
Ashe would have become a professor if he hadn’t gone into tennis. The Players Association [Association 
of Tennis Professionals, ATP] begins [in 1972]. Ashe is very involved in tennis politics. Jimmy Connors 
sues Ashe and ATP for restricting him from playing in their tournaments, which explains why their battle 
at Wimbledon [in 1975] is so big.  
 
[00:49:16] 
Ashe, Riessen, and other players found ATP to unionize and control their destinies. National associations 
control players by preventing them from going to certain places. Virtually everyone joins the ATP except 
Eastern Bloc players, whose countries won’t let them. This control leads the ATP to boycott Wimbledon 
the year Jan Kodeš (of Czechoslovakia) and Alex Metreveli (of the USSR) play in the finals [in 1973]. 
Roger Taylor is the only ATP player to cross over. This is the year Björn Borg and Vijay Amritraj 
become very popular. ATP loses the battle for several years. Contract professionals [including Ashe] are 
banned another year, so they’re all in St. Louis [Missouri] while Wimbledon is occurring. Stan Smith 
wins [in 1972], who isn’t a contract professional.* 
 
*Clarification: The Wimbledon ban on contract professionals occurs in 1972, and the ATP boycott occurs 
in 1973. 
 
[00:51:53] 
Explanation of the ATP boycott. Nikola Pilić from Yugoslavia is a contract professional and opts out of 
Davis Cup for his country due to his schedule. Yugoslavia bans Pilić and gets Wimbledon to follow suit. 
ATP players stand by Pilić and boycott Wimbledon. Riessen’s at home in Chicago [when the decision to 
stand with Pilić is initially made]. He flies over to Wimbledon, believing it had been resolved, but flies 
home after several days. Politics of Pilić being from an Iron Curtain country make it tricky. Contract 
professionals don't play the subsequent year, but things gradually improve [Clarification: Contract players 
are banned from Wimbledon in 1972]. The power of the national associations is demonstrated by [the 
United States Lawn Tennis Association] preventing players from staying in Europe during the summer.  
 
[00:55:04] 
By 1974 there's more equality between the [national] associations, ATP, and the International Association 
[International Lawn Tennis Federation], with each having three representatives to guide the game. 
Considers the importance of strong leadership [in the ATP]. South African players are very political due 
to their country’s policies, so Cliff Drysdale and Ray Moore are very involved in leadership along with 
Ashe. All three are presidents at one point. Jaime Fillol of Chile also serves as president.  
 
[00:56:49] 
Verifying the year of Ashe’s first heart attack [Clarification: Ashe’s first heart attack occurs in 1977, not 
1979]. Riessen and Ashe are still involved in PEI and ATP, but this is near PEI’s end. Recapping the 
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functions of PEI to build retirement. Roscoe Tanner, Dick Stockton, Brian Gottfried, Tom Gorman join 
PEI after the initial group.  
 
[01:00:21] 
Remembers the day Ashe wins Wimbledon in 1975. They’re staying at the Westbury [Hotel]. Riessen 
rides to match with Donald and Carole Dell, who stop at a Catholic church to pray for Ashe. Most people 
had left town by this time, but Riessen's still there to play the mixed doubles. He watches the match from 
the player's box, and he's amazed by Ashe’s strategy. Wimbledon is the premier event; it makes your 
tennis life. Ashe discusses strategy with many people, including Erik van Dillen and Fred McNair. 
Pasarell and Ashe usually go down to the PlayBoy club and gamble, but Ashe likely did not go that night.  
 
[01:03:23] 
It’s surprising to see Ashe, not just plan but implement the strategy of taking the pace off the ball. Ashe is 
typically considered a big hitter with a beautiful backhand and serve, but a suspect forehand. Though 
Connors is favored to win the game, Ashe wins handily. Never would have suggested that strategy to 
Ashe. Instead, would have encouraged him to exploit Connors’ weaknesses. Ashe going about [the game] 
the way he did seemed like magic. The strategy may have been suggested by van Dillen, McNair, or 
Smith.  
 
[01:06:37] 
Though Ashe is likely the favorite of the two players, Connors is favored to win, and no one believes 
Ashe has a chance. His perspective of Ashe’s chances gradually shifts over the match after he wins the 
first two sets. Even with Ashe up two sets, most players would still believe it’s about a 50-50 proposition. 
However, it’s challenging to break Ashe’s serve. May have news clipping from the day after the match. 
Ashe attends the champions ball and dances with Billie Jean King. Reflects on the two dancing at 
Wimbledon and now the Arthur Ashe Stadium and Billie Jean King Tennis Center show their impact on 
the game. 
 
[01:11:07] 
Question is posed about King's influence on the game. The interview stops due to disruptions in the 
Internet connection. 
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Interview with Marty Riessen 
SESSION 2 (7/21/2020) 

Timed Log 
 
[00:00:00] 
Recapping junior tennis tournaments. Ashe and Riessen likely meet at the National Junior Championships 
in Kalamazoo [Michigan] or another junior tournament. The tournaments are large, especially 
Kalamazoo, because it determines players’ national rankings. Explains the different regional tennis 
associations. The best players come from California, including singer Ricky Nelson. Still, many players 
come from across the country and outside of the U.S. In Louisville [Kentucky] and Champaign [Illinois], 
players stay with families while they stay in dorms in Kalamazoo [Michigan].  
 
[00:04:50] 
Activities outside of tennis at the tournaments. There’s typically a cookout, but dances are rare because 
girls usually play somewhere else. The Louisville tournament is hosted at the Boat Club and offers more 
entertainment than most, including a swim party. Kalamazoo and Champaign tournaments are in public 
facilities at the University of Illinois courts in Champaign and Kalamazoo College. The best players go to 
the main tours after they turn 18, but they’re still amateurs. Almost everyone finishes college because 
there’s no [tennis] profession until 1968 when tennis goes open.  
 
[00:07:34] 
College trend shifts with the Jimmy Connors and John McEnroe era as college players leave to go pro. 
Riessen completes a master’s and gets halfway through a doctorate in school administration when he 
signs a pro contract. University of Southern California (USC) and the University of California, Los 
Angeles (UCLA) are the major tennis schools, at the time. Now it’s Stanford University and Georgia 
[State University]. Previously, the focus was on getting a college scholarship. Davis Cup captain in 1966, 
George MacCall, gives a warning [before the Open Era begins] that the game would be unrecognizable in 
a year or two. MacCall becomes a promoter and signs eight players, running a tour separately from WCT.  
 
[00:10:52] 
Explains the setup for the junior tournaments, which have draw sizes in Kalamazoo as large as 250. Series 
of tournaments are coordinated over several weeks to make a trip out of state worthwhile for players from 
the West Coast and Florida. [Local] associations pay for players and chaperones to travel for 2-4 weeks. 
 
[00:13:01] 
Regional and national diversity in the junior tournaments. Players come from Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
Australia, and even a player from Jamaica named Lance Lumsden. Another player, Mike Prang, comes 
from Salt Lake City, Utah, and can’t play on Sundays because he’s Mormon. Jean and Jerry Hoxie from 
Hamtramck, Michigan, become known for training a good group of Polish players, including Ray 
Senkowski and [Jane] Peaches Bartkowicz. Most players come from middle-class backgrounds.  
 
[00:16:24] 
Despite a reputation as a country club sport, tennis is concentrated in public parks, with the United States 
Lawn Tennis Association (USLTA) and others supporting free public clinics. Riessen’s father develops a 
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successful tennis program and tournament and invites local players from Mattoon, Illinois, and 
Hamtramck. United States Tennis Associations (USTA) eventually shifts from widespread support to 
targeting key players and coaches. Recalls a Black player from the Hamtramck group, Pancho Castillo. 
Going to tournaments introduces him to new ideas, like discovering the Mills Brothers while in the 
Kalamazoo dorms.  
 
[00:22:52] 
Continuing discussion of diversity in the juniors. The group is predominantly White but includes many 
types of White people and other groups. New York group is primarily Jewish, including Allan Silverman 
(now Allan Roberts), Allen Fox, Larry Nagler, and Donald Rubell. John Nogrady coaches many of those 
players. Welby VanHorn coaches a group from Puerto Rico. Before meeting Ashe, Riessen meets another 
Black player, Willy Thinnell, from California. The players from Mexico include [Rafael] Osuna, 
[Antonio] Palafox, and Joaquín Loyo Mayo. He even plays with a doubles partner from St. Louis, Chuck 
McKinley. Fondly remembers junior years. Meeting different kinds of people seems natural because the 
focus in sports is ability. Discussions [amongst players] about Ashe wouldn’t focus on race, but his size 
and power. At tournaments, players all learn and play by the same rules regardless of the place from 
which they come.  
 
[00:28:08] 
Begins attending Northwestern University in November 1960. Named to the Davis Cup in 1959 and 1961. 
Plays for the first time in ‘61 in India and Italy. Teammates include Chuck McKinley, Donal Dell, 
Whitney Reed, and later Jackie Douglass. 
 
[00:31:00] 
U.S. wins Davis Cup in 1963. The team plays in Denver [Colorado]; Bournemouth, England; Sicily 
[Italy]; Tehran [Iran] for the Shah; India; and Australia, returning home at the end of December. President 
John F. Kennedy is assassinated while they’re leaving Melbourne en route to Adelaide, Australia. The 
team flies to Canberra for the funeral, upon [U.S.] ambassador Bill Battle’s request, before continuing to 
Adelaide for the Davis Cup finals. Within five days, he’s back at Northwestern, where he’s accepted on a 
basketball scholarship to save his father, the university’s tennis coach, a tennis scholarship.  
 
[00:33:40] 
Playing basketball at Northwestern. Played UCLA in 1964, the year they win their first [National 
Collegiate Athletic Association] championship. The UCLA team includes Walt Hazzard. Years later, 
while playing tennis at Pauley Pavilion, Hazzard, who is then in the National Basketball Association 
(NBA), talks about not yet being eligible for a full pension.  
 
[00:35:58] 
Begins college in liberal arts and ends in physical education. Completes his master’s in secondary 
education and continues with a doctorate. Signs pro contract the day he loses to Ashe in Philadelphia 
[Pennsylvania] on July 28, 1968. Earns good money, especially for his expenses. A week’s stay at a nice 
hotel runs $300, and prize money is related to expenses. Recalls MacCall’s forewarning about how the 
game would change.  
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[00:37:49] 
It takes about five years to settle who has control over [professional tennis] between the national 
associations, ATP, and ITF. Recalls [1972] Wimbledon ban on [contract] players and [1973] ATP 
boycott. Things smooth out by 1974. 
 
[00:38:48] 
While tennis grows in spectatorship around the world, fewer people play. Connects decline in playing 
public with a decline in free clinics and discusses the increased ticket prices at Grand Slams. National 
associations are now encouraging more people to play. Billie Jean King and Ashe’s recognizability 
beyond tennis. Early in the Open Era, one complaint was that the top players like Rod Laver Ken 
Rosewell weren't promoters. Ashe often fell into this group too. He was pressured to be outspoken as a 
leader in the game and a person to whom people listened. 
  
[00:42:20] 
South Africans, including Drysdale and Moore's, involvement in tennis politics. Visibility plays a major 
role in the game’s growth. It’s believed that every time [Ilie] Năstase makes a newspaper cover for 
misbehaving, he receives a bonus from Adidas because he’s wearing their gear.  
 
[00:43:51] 
The current state of tennis. Today’s players like [Roger] Federer and Venus and Serena [Williams] are 
widely recognizable. The game is healthy today but could use more good American men players. 
 
[00:45:31] 
College tennis with Ashe. Northwestern doesn’t play UCLA in tennis, so he and Ashe rarely play each 
other. They are opponents in a doubles match—Riessen partners with Clark Graebner and Ashe partners 
with Pasarell at Princeton [New Jersey] 1963. In the intercollegiate, freshmen are ineligible to play 
[varsity] because people believe they need a year of education to adjust. In 1964, at Michigan State, 
coaches battle to determine if he or Ashe will be seated second in a tournament and which would play 
Dennis Ralston in the semifinals. Riessen gets the number two seat, Ashe loses to Ralston in the semis, 
and Riessen loses to Ralston in the finals.  
 
[00:48:01] 
Plays Ashe a fair number of times after college, and Ashe has a winning record. Loses to Ashe at the 
Merion Cricket Club in Philadelphia [Pennsylvania] the day he signs his pro contract [July 28, 1968]. 
Travels with the Davis Cup team in fall 1963. 
 
[00:50:24] 
Davis Cup team with Ashe in 1963 and 1966. Ashe’s first match is a dead rubber played against 
Venezuela in Denver [Colorado]. This year is the start of the victorious Davis Cup crusade. Ashe doesn’t 
travel with the team to England, India, Italy, or Australia [in 1963]. McKinley wins Wimbledon that year, 
and Ralston is ranked the best college player between 1963 and 1965. 
 
[00:54:34] 
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Limited awareness of social and political events happening in the country. Gains greater awareness of 
Vietnam after doing a State Department tour in 1966. U.S. carrier has to land in Saigon to avoid being 
shot at. At a cocktail party in Burma, everyone suddenly leaves for a bombing mission in Hanoi.  
 
[00:57:08] 
References a scrapbook. Doesn’t play in India but gets to sit with Jawaharlal Nehru [the first Prime 
Minister of India, 1952-1957]. Displays an image from Canberra [Australia] from JFK’s services. Images 
of Ashe [see recorded video]. Ashe and Cliff Richey don’t go on to the Southeast Asian tour, but they go 
to New Zealand and Australia [1965-1966].  
 
[00:59:46] 
Davis Cup members Riessen, Ashe, Herb Fitzgibbon, Jim McManus, Cliff Richey, and Clark Graebener 
tour New Zealand between 1965-1966. A conflict between their contact, John Gun, and the New Zealand 
[Tennis] Association leads the players to miss a welcome party, and headlines speculate that they’ve gone 
missing. Trouble continues in Australia with Riessen and Graebner getting into conflicts with opponents.  
 
[01:01:56] 
MacCall’s motivations for the Australian tour are to increase the team's international exposure. Effect of 
the Vietnam War and the draft on the players. Riessen and Graebner’s marriages change their draft 
eligibility. Fitzgibbon is drafted while on tour. Ashe isn’t in the service yet [though he’s a member of the 
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps at UCLA]. The team is away for a long time, but Ashe likely goes 
back to school. Recalls excursions and goodwill tours to the Taj Mahal in India, Africa, Italy, France, 
England (Wimbledon), and Burma. 
 
[01:05:50] 
Riessen and Ashe meet up after Wimbledon in 1966. Recalls the chronology from their time on the Davis 
Cup. Ashe plays in Dallas in 1965 but doesn't go on an extended trip to India due to the slow surface 
courts. The team also suffers a surprising and disappointing loss to Ecuador in 1965. Due to loss, the team 
hangs their heads en route to Wimbledon. The U.S. has several difficult results in South America, losing 
to Ecuador, Paraguay, Mexico. Reflects on the volatility of tennis; it’s not unusual to beat an opponent 
one day and lose to him the next day. All players have beaten each other at one point. It’s just a matter of 
whether they can do it in the big moments to become the U.S. Open champion or Wimbledon champion. 
 
[01:10:53] 
Reflects on how some players only focus on winning the big tournaments. Certain people in individual 
matchups play a huge part in the game. For example, Ashe loses to Rod Laver seventeen times in a row 
before beating him. Knowledge of individual matchups provides insight when betting is introduced to 
Wimbledon.  
[01:12:41] 
History and controversy of players betting on matches. Players can bet as early as 1939 when Bobby 
Riggs successfully bets on himself to win the singles, doubles, and mixed doubles and allegedly gets 
$100,000. Speculations about former Iron Curtain players fixing matches. Betting is allowed at 
Wimbledon for a couple of years and organized by Buster Macherman of Mad Group. However, it’s 
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eventually removed with ATP support. Betting companies still exist in England, like Ladbrokes [Coral]. 
However, today, players who bet on themselves may be suspended or banned for life.  
 
[01:16:40] 
Interviewer references a section from Match Point where he talks about Ashe’s personality. Ashe seems 
to maintain control over his emotions at all times while playing, unlike many other players. It takes a lot 
to draw Ashe out, even in social or relaxed situations. Ashe has to be with a close group of friends, like 
Pasarell, to show emotion.   
 
[01:21:42] 
Ashe’s quietness makes Riessen believe he prefers to be careful in social situations. While someone like 
Pasarell might tell a joke, Ashe might sit back and be more observant. Always believed Ashe’s 
reservation might trace back to his upbringing in Richmond [Virginia]. Compares different tennis 
personalities of Smith, Pasarell, and Lutz. Smith and Ashe are reserved, while Pasarell and Lutz tell more 
stories. Though quiet, Ashe seems comfortable in most settings. When the PEI partners are together, 
Pasarell and Lutz are outspoken, while Ashe is quiet and thoughtful while doing business. Ashe is one of 
the guys, but one of the quiet guys.  
 
[01:25:49] 
Ashe has a sly sense of humor despite being quiet. He seems to consider the moment, then says 
something that surprises everyone. He never speaks rashly, which makes him seem quiet. Năstase is a 
friend, though his humor is crude. He tries to get a jolt out of Ashe, but Ashe doesn’t respond unless he 
wants to.  
 
[01:29:00] 
Views Ashe as having more on his mind than others because he gets pressure to be more outspoken. 
Being a well-known champion, he’s a leader in people’s minds. There are conflicting views about 
whether he should go to South Africa, but the black tennis association in South Africa want him to come. 
It likely takes a lot for Ashe to march against the South African government and get arrested [1985]. A 
group of Black people believe that visiting South Africa will give [apartheid] credibility. None of the 
players are opposed to him going. The tennis world respects individual choice, but they are concerned 
about Ashe receiving fair treatment.  
 
[01:33:13] 
Riessen also goes to South Africa [in 1973]. Mentions his wife’s Japanese heritage in relation to 
apartheid. Japanese are considered okay by the South African government, while Chinese aren’t due to 
economics. Describes different beaches for each racial group. India refuses to play South Africa in the 
Davis Cup finals [in 1974]. [Resistance] focuses on the [South African] government, not the players. He 
doesn't recall anything unusual happening to Ashe while he's in South Africa. He may have been treated 
the best of all the players because people paid attention to him being there.  
 
[01:35:50] 
Elaboration on PEI. All of the members were partners. The players are clients of Dell, Craighill, Fentress, 
and Benton, who represent them for endorsements and finances and likely handle most of the income.  
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Recapping PEI’s origins. Fifteen percent of prize money goes into profit-sharing and 10% into pension, 
which isn’t possible for the players to do individually. Having a short professional lifespan as athletes, 
they want to build retirements for later in life. [PEI] invests in tennis shops, but the investments weren’t 
good. They all came from different financial backgrounds. Except for Pasarell, who comes from a 
wealthy family in Puerto Rico, most are middle-class. Additions of Roscoe Tanner, Dickie Stockton, 
Brian Godfried [and Tom Gorman], brings in more income.  
 
[01:39:37] 
PEI's business ventures with Landmark Company lead to the development of the LaQuinta hotel in 
LaQuinta [California] and the origins of the tournament they eventually sell to Pasarell, currently known 
as the BNP Paribas Open. Tournament was previously called the American Airlines Games Tournament 
[1974-1978] and subsequently Congoleum [Classic, 1979–1980, 1982–1984]. Ashe’s heart attack makes 
him less interested in certain things [relating to PEI]. PEI allows the players to grow closer and better 
understand the game than some others on the tour. Explains salary determination. Selling the tournament 
marks the beginning of the end, and the players begin outgrowing the company.  
 
[01:44:55] 
End of PEI once players could have their own retirement plans and no longer needed the company. They 
were able to move their PEI retirement plans into an IRA. They got rid of tournament and sold off a club 
in Myrtle Beach and White Flint outside of D.C., where they had a store. They did endorsements together, 
including a Niccolo Lite ad called “First Serve,” which included a picture of all of them. Smith chose not 
to do it because he didn’t want to be associated with alcohol. They purchase land in Pagosa Springs, 
Colorado. Gorman is also a part of the group.  
 
[01:47:31] 
PEI makes the players closer to their lawyers representing them. Dell negotiates Riessen’s professional 
contract [July 28, 1968] with Bob Briner from Dallas. Contract is simple: He agrees to play, and they 
agree to have tournaments for him to play and provide a salary of $16,500 for the rest of the year. Later 
Craighill becomes Riessen's go-to person. Dell has a good knowledge of the game. Lee Fentress and Ray 
Benton are the other two partners. 
 
[01:49:10] 
Making decisions, the members of PEI function like a board of directors. Niccolo Lite with Anheuser-
Busch endorsement likely came through the law firm and was presented to players. Smith doesn't want to, 
but doesn’t argue for the others not to do it. The clubs they own also likely came through the law firm and 
are viewed as endorsement deals. They put their names on them, make appearances, and someone else 
runs them from the office. A deal with Nick Bollettieri and his camps becomes a point of contention. 
Some don't want to make the appearances, but do so because of their agreement. Even griping about not 
wanting to go to the camps brought them together.  
 
[01:51:47] 
Deciding the pension and profit-sharing was a bit trickier. They each have different salaries plus bonuses, 
however, they don’t have a formula to decide. Instead, they try to be fair to one another. At a meeting on 
December 1974 in Palm Springs, they discuss how much they each need to live on financially a year. 
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Riessen says $50,000, Lutz says $150,000, and everyone has a different value. PEI primarily includes 
prize money, so beyond the company, most players have other endorsements.  
 
[01:55:15] 
Ashe’s [living expenses and PEI salary] was likely somewhere in the middle, but money doesn’t seem 
overly important to him. He is making decent money at that time, though it wouldn’t be much by today’s 
standards. Ashe isn't married yet. He has an apartment in New York through Doral [Resort in Miami, 
Florida], with which he had an association. Living in New York, he likely doesn’t have a car. Doesn’t 
remember Ashe ever talking about money, though Smith and Pasarell would know more. Doesn’t believe 
Ashe played extra tournaments to make more money. Riessen played doubles and mixed doubles, which 
entailed extra pay, but Ashe didn’t play mixed doubles often.  
 
[01:59:00] 
Ashe seemed disinterested after his heart attack. It was at the meeting in the desert [in 1979 or 1980], and 
it was the meeting they decided to sell the tournament to Pasarell. Ashe didn’t have much to say, which 
wasn’t his way. Seemed like his priorities had shifted. Before [the heart attack], he always had a 
thoughtful opinion, but after, he'd either go along or have no opinion. Riessen believed this had to do with 
the heart attack.  
 
[02:01:54] 
Winning the French Open with Ashe in 1971. Ashe and Riessen travel together and stay at the same 
hotels, partially because of Davis Cup and PEI. Ashe and Riessen play Smith and Gorman, who were all 
members of PEI. The Australians don’t play this year. Riessen is amazed by Ashe because he isn’t known 
for his doubles at the time, but he plays well and uniquely compared to his normal partners, using a slash 
and burn method. He uses a lot of power and can serve aces. He slashes on the turns, which is scary for 
opponents because even though you miss a lot, you make some big ones. They're behind two sets to love 
in the finals, but they come back to win the last three sets. Though they play doubles together at various 
times, they aren’t regular partners. Winning the French doubles becomes one of the highlights of 
Riessen’s career. When telling people he won the French Open with Ashe, people recognize the name.  
 
[02:07:16] 
Richard Evans use to stay at Ashe's apartment and likely has it written down. Evans and Riessen did their 
interviews for Match Point in Ashe’s apartment. Part of the manuscript for Evans and Riessen’s book was 
under Ashe’s bed, likely left there by Evans.  
 
[02:09:04] 
In 1975 at Wimbledon, Ashe helps Riessen’s wife (then girlfriend) get into their hotel. Ashe, the Davis 
Cup team, and the PEI group are staying at the Westbury Hotel, while most of the other players are 
staying at the Gloucester Hotel, which is the player hotel for all players. As a result, the ATP meeting is 
held at the Gloucester, and Riessen is there when his girlfriend arrives at the Westbury front desk trying 
to get into his room. Ashe sees her on his way out, and because she isn't allowed into Riessen's room, he 
encourages her to wait in his room. Many of the guys at the Westbury, including Ashe, Pasarell, Erik van 
Dillen, Fred McNair, and Sherwood Stewart, liked to go to the Playboy Club to have dinner and gamble. 
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[02:11:43] 
Talking about the scope of the project and the end of Ashe’s life. Mention Miles, Ashe and Pasarell’s 
roommate from UCLA. Once Ashe learns about his HIV diagnosis, Riessen and Ashe are briefly in more 
contact, but they eventually drift away. The night Ashe learns he has HIV, the PEI guys are in Greenwich 
[Connecticut] at the home of Jerry Smith, the editor of Newsweek. Ashe is incredibly quiet, and they only 
learn later about his diagnosis. A month before Ashe passes away, they see each other at a National Junior 
Tennis League event in Philadelphia [Pennsylvania]. Riessen sees Venus and Serena [Williams] for the 
first time. Everyone is talking about Venus; one person predicts that Serena will be the great player. Ashe 
and Riessen speak, and he's amazed that Ashe was still so active. Suggests Ashe did some work with the 
Philadelphia NJTL run be DD Eisenberg. Other than the NJTL event, he primarily finds out about how 
Ashe is doing through Dell. Sees him one more time at the Open in New York.  
 
[02:19:01] 
When he passes, Riessen is in Memphis [Tennessee]. He, Ray Benton, Dell, Craighill, Fentress are 
together. Ray tells everyone when Ashe passes. Riessen keeps in touch with Jeanne for a while but loses 
touch.  
 
[02:21:51] 
The impact of his relationship with Ashe impact seems to grow more now than when they were touring 
together. At that time, didn’t realize how different his life was from Ashe’s with people tugging at him 
from all sides; from tournaments wanting him to come play to others wanting him to speak to activist 
groups wishing him to get involved in something. At the time, he just saw him as trying to set an example 
for his peers, but hindsight makes him question more. When reading books about Ashe written by others, 
finds himself if they truly reflect Ashe and his thoughts. Being associated with a champion of any stature 
is always a good thing, and Ashe was an amazing guy beyond tennis. For many in tennis, tennis is most of 
their lives, but that didn’t seem to be the case for Ashe.  
 
[02:26:37] 
Thanks. 
 


